Building Bridges to a Better TomorrowThe purpose of Building Bridges through eko-STEAM curriculum

Welcome to eko-STEAM: Building Bridges, a supplemental curriculum to help educators
bridge STEAM (science, technology, engineering, art, and math) learning with a deep
connection to nature and humanity. Think of eko-STEAM as providing a context for learning.
Children learn best when they have a connection to the material being taught through
immersive, project-based programs. eko-STEAM doesn’t replace existing STEAM curriculum, it
enhances it. It makes it more likely that students will retain the knowledge they have acquired.
These lessons also help students understand the impact of that learning and their power to
utilize it in the world around them to address a wide assortment of issues. eko-STEAM is, at its
essence, a moral context for the use of human knowledge. With this, you can help them build
not only knowledge but the wisdom to use it for our global community and planet.
A bedrock philosophy of eko-STEAMTM is that science and understanding are tools that
should enhance our human experience. A deep exploration of science allows humanity to split
the atom; a deep exploration of the human condition guides us to use that knowledge to power
cities instead of destroying them. Scientific exploration is the heart of human survival within a
world in which we are no longer well adapted to survival without some form of technology.
“eko-STEAM: Building BridgesTM” is intended to help children and youth increase their
knowledge and skills while developing wisdom to apply that knowledge to create a prosocial,
diverse, and inclusive world.
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A Holistic Model of Learning
eko-STEAM: Building Bridges provides
environmental and humanitarian challenges
that students must address using scientific
knowledge, logical thought, planning, and
cooperation. Your lessons become holistic
while simultaneously enhancing student ability to achieve academic standards. All eko-STEAM
science programming is designed specifically to meet Next Generation Science Standards. Each
science lesson is connected to social emotional learning (SEL) activities that will help them
navigate the complexities of the human experience while they apply the knowledge they have
gained.

Progressive Holistic Learning versus Unit Learning
The eko-STEAM implementation of Next Generation Science Standards intentionally
removes them from the typical unit-based learning one might see in the context of the
traditional modern classroom. For instance, children will build upon their knowledge of weather
and climate across each of the 6 sections of eko-STEAM rather than in just one unit. With this
model, students can focus on NGSS recommended crosscutting concepts such as engineering,
art, and math in the context of the study of weather. We ask them to understand the basics of
weather and then use that knowledge collaborative to plan and build a primitive structure. We
ask them to test the structure they built against various weather variables. Here is an example
of this crosscutting progression:
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•

Students study local weather patterns and identity impacts (STEAM- earth
sciences)

•

Students identify animal adaptations in relation to weather (STEAMevolutionary biology sciences)

•

Students correlate rain, wind, temperature effects upon personal safety and
design structure that accommodates all members (humanistic outcomes, art
outcomes, engineering applications)

•

Students collaborate to compare designs, select one, & build a structure (socialemotional learning)

•

Students test structures against elements such as rain and wind (analysis)

•

Students reflect upon their learning at a collective and individual level.

Their knowledge, skills, and behaviors evolve concurrently. This progression is
multimodal and holistic. Rather than a focused lesson on weather over a short period of time,
eko-STEAM groups learn about
weather gradually. They apply that
knowledge across disciplines
through problem-solving, and test
their ideas. The weather becomes
very real to them, as opposed to
an abstract concept. All ekoSTEAM learning is designed with this crosscutting progression in mind as a means to address
broader issues facing our world.
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Integrating STEAM Progressions in a Peacebuilding Context
eko-STEAM curriculum components help children participate in a societal and cultural
evolution as they similarly build their science knowledge base. They begin as small breakout
groups of settlers and act as leaders in their respective groups, guiding an imaginary settlement
of people, solving problems using learned knowledge, and constructing an understanding of
their place in the larger world. The first half of the curriculum has the children in breakout
groups building their own identities. The second half has the breakout groups reintroduced and
given the chance to build skills and understanding essential to survive in an increasingly global
community. As their STEAM learning becomes more complex, so does their social-emotional
learning. Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual progression in an eko-STEAM Building Bridges
program. Figure 2 outlines a practical implementation of these concepts.
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Notice a reduction in overall student learning outcomes as groups
adapt from a local to a global view. This is intentional. The socialemotional capacities of the learners will be taxed more greatly
during this process, requiring fewer but more challenging
outcomes. As they adapt to a global view, the outcomes return
with increasing number and intensity.
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Fig. 1: eko-STEAM Progression of Crosscutting Concepts
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Students build a
small group
settlement
Children learn
about local animal
species such as a
shorebird &
analyze bird
adaptation to local
weather patterns
Students compare
their own adaptive
traits to a local
shorebird species
Small groups are
faced with a
problem such as a
bad storm that
causes flooding &
they need to build
a flood wall to
protect the
settlement and the
shorebirds
Students reflect
upon the problem
they faced, their
cooperation skills,
internal emotional
growth, and
feelings toward
nature

Children expand the
settlement, map,
name, adopt
representative
animals to enhance
in-group affiliation
Students learn
about enduring
weather patterns
and impact such as
drought
Towns are faced
with multiple,
concurrent but
unrelated issues
such as storm
damage and a
separate
humanitarian crisis
requiring clean
drinking water.
Students are given
limited resources to
plan the aquifer &
complete solution
Children reflect
upon the group
planning processes
& learning

Students enhance
their in-group
identity by writing
national
constitutions, and
formalizing social
norms through
democratic voting
Children learn
about the
difference
between weather
and climate, life
cycles, and the
impacts of climate
change on local
ecosystems
Students are faced
with a problem
that has multiple
areas of impact
upon their town
and ecosystem
such as a drought
that requires a
water supply, the
construction of
which negatively
impacts a local
animal population
(causal affects)
Children learn
about and reflect
upon the impact
of the human
activity on the
environment

Smaller groups are
reintroduced, learn
to navigate
relationships with
“others” in projects
requiring use of
shared, limited, or
conflicting
resources
Children adapt to
language as the
naming traditions
of the eko-STEAM
worlds they
created are
different
Children learn
about
environmental
crises and the
humanitarian crises
they cause, climate
change
Nations each face a
small internal crisis
and a global crisis
problem. For
instance, a
hurricane in Nation
1 causes refugees
to move into
Nation 2, causing a
water shortage
Groups plan to
address carbon
footprints
enhancing storms
AND water
shortages

Nations are now
tasked with
formally creating
coalitions to
communicate,
solve problems,
and lead globally
Multinational
teams will be
presented with
opportunities to
work along shared
interest areas and
create treaties
National leaders
will face a
multilayered global
crisis such as an oil
spill after an
earthquake. During
this, they receive
word of a local
two-layered crisis
at home. Task
forces are created
to help in
multinational
efforts
Research task
forces will provide
data to leaders
who determine
actions
Groups will analyze
results of plans to
determine
hypothetical longterm impacts
based upon prior

Nations now
formalize a global
coalition through a
charter and
determine a
location for a seat
of the coalition.
Planning and
construction begin
Students teach
each other lessons
from their own preglobal experience
Students learn
about the history of
ecological and
humanitarian crises
on national
environmental
security
Global citizens face
a complex crisis
that requires the
mobilization of
international
resources such as a
tsunami that causes
massive
displacement of
people into a
protected
landscape, &
resultant extinction
of endangered
species.
Students host a
Global Climate
Action Summit &
create a roadmap
f
t i bl

Fig 2. Sample Practical View of eko-STEAM: Building Bridges 3 Progression
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Intentional In-Group/Out-Group Dynamics as a Learning Tool
The Crew at Project Imo is certain that no two groups taking this journey will achieve
the same results, nor should they. Each human has a decidedly unique experience and as we
come together, the resultant communities will be as diverse as the people making them. This
curriculum is designed to expressly create “in group/ out group” dynamics between small
breakout groups of students. At the core of human existence is a very instinctual need to
rapidly categorize the unknown into levels of potential risk. It has served humanity as an
essential survival mechanism as we have evolved alongside a dispassionate and competitive
natural world. In modern history, however, this tribalistic mechanism has become the greatest
of threats we face. Racism, bigotry, jingoism, violence, war with profoundly dangerous
weapons, and our inability to cooperate on critical global issues have risen to be far greater
threats to human existence than any wholly natural processes. Our inability to overcome these
“in group/ out group dynamics” poses a very real threat as our political landscapes have
prevented humanity from halting or even slowing our march toward irrevocable human-made
climate change. Even our inability to properly invest in astronomical monitoring limits us to 3%
of the night sky and possibly prepare for planetary impact by an asteroid capable of a massextinction event. We react to the conflicts inherent in society by recoiling and retreating from
one another rather than attempting to build connections between groups. Preparing the
leaders of today and tomorrow to be global citizens is essential.
The thought of actively engaging children in experiences that create in-group/out-group
experiences and facilitating their development of peacebuilding skills may well prompt a
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natural recoil from educators and parents alike. We must ask, does our reluctance to help
children understand these dynamics emerge from a desire to protect them from an experience
or protect ourselves from the discomfort of watching children experience properly facilitated
challenges that build in them essential skills and traits? These skills and traits include the spark
of compassion, integrity, leadership and followership, negotiation skills, empathy, and more.
The list of prosocial skills developed as children explore these lessons is boundless.
This will be as much of a journey for educators as it will be for the students. Prepare to let them
build their own wisdom and share it with you.

Adapting eko-STEAM to Varied Educational Environments
While eko-STEAM is designed primarily to be hosted in greenspaces using immersive
experiential learning methodologies, it can readily be adapted to a variety of program formats
and environments. The key elements of STEAM learning, social emotional skill building, and
natural connection can all be achieved in numerous environments. The broader curriculum
frameworks for peacebuilding are more of a dynamic of place, culture, and facilitation as
opposed to location. For educators steeped in STEAM education for the middle-school level, the
activities in this curriculum will be an excellent delivery method for experiential learning as well
as a chance to broaden skills to express your expertise. For nature facilitators with the
knowledge and skills for outdoor education, the methods herein will likely be quite familiar and
provide an excellent chance to engage in personal development across a variety of STEAM
disciplines that you can then include in your programs.
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eko-STEAM for School-based Classroom Programs
Modern classrooms are busy places. Teachers and administrators know the pressures of
academic standards performance. Study after study shows that education is rooted most
strongly in the soil of project-based learning. eko-STEAM: Building Bridges curriculum
supplements provide the immersive projects that reinforce the classroom learning. The
crosscutting concepts provide strong scaffolding of interconnected learning.
eko-STEAM curriculum supplements do not replace classroom curriculum; they support
the existing curriculum and help educators bridge STEAM programs with essential social
growth, reading, and literacy. A classroom curriculum in third grade will need to implement
several NGSS areas related to weather and climate. NGSS also requires probative learning about
animals as they group for survival, adaptive traits, and genetic transfer of lineage. These could
easily be done in units of education that are highly focused and lead to assessment before
continuing on for other blocks. eko-STEAM builds upon that essential curriculum and helps
teachers provide immersive learning that helps children connect these subject areas. Instead of
teaching a comprehensive unit about a local animal species and another about weather, ekoSTEAM allows for the trial and application of classroom knowledge in smaller doses that
highlight the interrelated nature of human/animal/ecosystem interactions. Students learn
about the weather but also about how the local animal adapts to that weather. They then
correlate this knowledge to a study of how we as humans adapt to survive in these same
systems. This helps create an understanding of nature and an affinity that builds stewardship.
From this personal investment, student learning is enhanced at every level. The progressively
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detailed problems eko-STEAM presents to the students many opportunities to build knowledge
about their interconnected world. It teaches them how to use their academic knowledge to
solve real-world problems while cooperating across group lines.
eko-STEAM for After-school programs
After-school programs are an ideal place to host eko-STEAM curriculum. This
environment provides a unique opportunity for after-school educators to integrate their own
work with that of the classroom. The more open nature of after-school programs can lend itself
to more flexible implementation of STEAM curriculum, variable outdoor spaces, and even
assistance from local subject matter experts and community members.
As eko-STEAM activities are highly adaptable and scalable, children in afterschool
programs in a less routine capacity can still find immersive and fun supplemental learning
experiences that engages multiple avenues to express intelligences. The program’s inherent
focus on prosocial development and interconnectivity of human and natural systems provides
strong asset-based supports in areas of empowerment, expectations, learning, positive values,
social competencies, and positive identity as outlined by Search Institute.
eko-STEAM for Camp programs
Camps of all varieties can find eko-STEAM a valuable asset. The traditionally immersive
nature of camps allows for interspersed or highly concentrated activities. A generalist camp
could easily adapt eko-STEAM to nature programs, or counselor-in-training programs. Camps
specific to STEAM curriculum, space programs, youth leadership, activism, law, or government
can all explore the eko-STEAM program as an avenue for activity-based development.
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The inherent adaptability of eko-STEAM curriculum supplements allows for camp
programs to add in other elements such as challenge courses, expeditions, model governance
activities, and more. This is ideal for forest-based programs at all ages. Check
https://projectimo.org/eko-steam for more curriculum levels and activities.
eko-STEAM for Youth Organizations
Much like camp programs, youth organizations of any size can benefit from the
incorporation of their daily and specialized programs. Certain groups, like scouting-style
organizations, will undoubtedly have a strong history of bushcraft skills that lend themselves to
the engineering solutions required by eko-STEAM Crisis Cards. Most youth organizations strive
tirelessly to impart a strong moral ethic within their programs. The stewardship and prosocial,
democratic governance elements of eko-STEAM are wonderful backdrops for adaptive
programming. eko-STEAM can be delivered each day or over the course of months as programs
allow.
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